
Handy Macros for Confluence
Overview

Handy Macros is the add-on developed by our team to make Confluence usage more comfortable. It includes user-friendly macros that add more fun 
and usability to your Confluence experience.

Want to try the add-on?

Don't be shy! See how it works and 
try to do cool things with Handy 
Macros features!

  Let's go to the demo stand!

Any feedback?

We are happy to help you. If you 
have any suggestions you can 
always:

  Add your idea

  Vote for existing ideas

or just !email us
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Handy Status

Handy Status allows you to add statuses that can be dynamically changed while you are viewing 
Confluence pages. Create global or personal sets of statuses, define their colors and take advantage 
of interactivity on Confluence pages.

Handy Button

 allows you to create visually appealing buttons as an excellent replacement for generic Handy Button
links that can be lost among the tons of text.

Handy Timestamp

 allows you to track the date and time when you perform Handy Timestamp on Confluence pages 
maintenance or update tasks. Indicate the time of their completion in a blink of an eye!

Handy Tip

 allows you to add pop-up tooltips to text, images or emoticons. The macro helps to shorten Handy Tip
the length of texts and at the same time makes additional information noticeable.

Handy Cards

 allows you to create cards as page previews using default or custom content. You can Handy Cards
create cards from child pages, from pages by labels, and from any pages, including external pages, 
using the Handy Cards Content macro.

Handy Page Diff

 is a convenient mechanism that highlights all the page differences made to the page Handy Page Diff
since your last visit. Forget about Confluence page revisions with their fragmented page changes 
spread across multiple revisions. See the whole picture of updates and corrections at once!

Handy Reminder

 allows you to set one-time or regular reminders for you or for your team mates on Handy Reminder
Confluence pages. You'll no longer miss an important event or task!

Handy Carousel

 allows you to add interactive galleries or carousels dynamically rotating images or Handy Carousel
YouTube videos on your Confluence pages. Add more attractiveness and increase the click rate of 
media content!

Handy Date

Handy Date is an augmentation for Confluence that allows you to update the dates without opening 
Confluence editor. Just click the date stamp and pick a new date!

Handy Tasks

Handy Tasks are augmentation that allows you to view the progress on tasks and to Confluence 
quickly add new tasks to the list without opening the editor.

Handy Heading

 is a Confluence augmentation that allows you to quickly copy the link to the particular Handy Heading
header on the page into your clipboard.

Handy Social Button

 Handy Social Button is a macro that allows you to share any link on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
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